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REVIEW ARTICLE

Lock-in thermography for analyzing solar cells and failure
analysis in other electronic components
Otwin Breitenstein a and Steffen Sturmb

aMax Planck Institute of Microstructure Physics, Halle, Germany; bInfraTec GmbH, Dresden, Germany

ABSTRACT
Lock-in thermography (LIT) is a dynamic variant of infrared ther-
mography, where local heat sources are periodically pulsed and
amplitude and phase images of the surface temperature modula-
tion are obtained. If used in electronic device testing, this method
enables the localization of very weak local heat sources below the
surface. This contribution reviews the basics and application of LIT
for local efficiency analysis of solar cells and for failure analysis in
other electronic components like bare and encapsulated inte-
grated circuits. In both application fields LIT has established as
a reliable and easy-to-use standard method for failure analysis.
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1. Introduction

Lock-in thermography (abbreviated LIT or LT), which is the phase-locked detection of
local periodic surface temperature modulations in a device by an infrared (IR) camera,
was proposed in 1985 by Beaudoin et al. [1] and used for detecting a thin plastic film on
a rubber sheet. In 1988 lock-in thermography was used for the first time with on-line
data evaluation for investigating micro-cracks in an electrically heated Cu foil on poly-
imide substrate [2]. Already here local heat sources in an electronic device have been
imaged. Later on LIT became more popular for non-destructive testing (NDT) of con-
structional materials like airplane components, since photo-thermal investigations allow
to ‘look below the surface’ of such components [3,4]. Other applications of LIT in NDT
were thermo-elastic [5] and ultrasonic lock-in thermography (ULT [4]). Only after 2000,
LIT was applied systematically again for failure analysis in electronic components like
solar cells and integrated circuits (ICs) [6]. While in NDT certain inhomogeneities of the
investigated material are in focus (e.g. delaminations, anisotropic thermal properties,
missing weld connections, or hidden cavities), the main goal of electronic device testing
(EDT) is the detection of local heat sources in a thermally homogeneous device operat-
ing or under specific electronic test conditions. This is explained in Figure 1 illustrating
the operation principles of NDT (a, taken from [4]) and of EDT (b). For NDT the case of
photothermal investigation is shown and for EDT the case of dark lock-in thermography
(DLIT) using a pulsed bias (operation voltage) of the device.

The success of LIT for EDT relies on the fact that all these devices generate heat in
operation, hence they contain local heat sources. If there are certain faults in these
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devices, these faults usually lead to a change in the distribution or in the generation of
new local heat sources. Therefore, already before the advent of LIT, conventional
(steady-state) thermography has been a standard tool for characterizing electronic
components. However, since the noise limit of conventional thermography is in the
range of 20. 100 mK, this technique allowed only the detection of relatively strong local
heat sources. Moreover, due to the lateral heat conduction in solid devices, local heat
sources generally appear blurred in steady-state thermography. These two limitations
are strongly improved if LIT is applied instead of conventional thermography in EDT.
Due to the averaging nature of LIT, the detection sensitivity lowers to 100 µK tempera-
ture modulation amplitude and below, and, due to its dynamic nature, lateral heat
conduction is strongly suppressed. Moreover, LIT provides easy means of local emissivity
correction, in particular for microscopic IC investigations.

In this contribution the application of LIT to EDT will be reviewed. Currently the two
main application fields are the shunt imaging and local efficiency analysis of solar cells
and failure analysis on other electronic devices. These are in particular microscopic LIT
investigations in ICs and more macroscopic investigation of faults, like internal shorts in
encapsulated ICs, printed circuit boards (PCBs), and other electronic components.

2. Basics of lock-in thermography for electronic device testing

Though commercial lLIT systems, like the PV-LIT system of InfraTec (www.infratec-
infrared.com), can be used both for NDT and EDT, there are some particularities for LIT
application to EDT. For example, LIT for EDT uses as a rule synchronous correlation,
hence a well-defined number of camera frames is evaluated in each lock-in cycle [6]. For
NDT the IR camera cannot always be synchronized to the lock-in process, but for EDT the
pulse trigger can easily be derived from the camera frame trigger. While in NDT often
sinusoidal modulation of the heat sources is applied, in EDT usually square pulse
modulation is used, since here we are interested to operate an electronic component
at a well-defined supply voltage. The evaluation of only the basic harmonic of the
temperature- (T-) modulation is ensured by applying sin/-cos correlation [6]. In EDT
the -cos correlation is used instead of the usual +cos correlation since only the −90°
image is positive, see Figure 2. There are several possibilities to perform a LIT experiment
on an electronic device. In simplest case a well-defined supply voltage (bias) of this

local heat sources

pulsed bias

IR camera

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Functional scheme of (a) non-destructive testing [4] and (b) electronic device testing.
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device is periodically switched on and off in the dark (dark lock-in thermography, DLIT).
All images shown in this work were measured in this way, hence electric excitation was
used. The lock-in frequency used was always 10 Hz if not otherwise mentioned. Some
devices lose their operation status if they are completely switched off. Then their
operation voltage is modulated between two different biases. For integrated circuits
like microprocessors it is also possible to keep the operation voltage constant and to
modulate the internal operation periodically by using a programmable IC testing station.
For solar cells also pulsed or steady-state light can be irradiated, instead of or in addition
to bias modulation. These experiments are called illuminated LIT (ILIT) [6].

Another difference to LIT for NDT is that for EDT not only the amplitude and phase
images are evaluated, which is standard in NDT, but also the primary in-phase (0°) and out-of
-phase (−90°) images are of interest. Figure 2 shows all these images resulting from one LIT
measurement of a multicrystalline silicon solar cell. If the amplitude image is scaled to the
maximum signal, as in image (a), only the strongest local heat source in the upper left corner
becomes clearly visible. If the same data are displayed with increased contrast (b), many
other local heat sources (in particular in the edge region) and also the homogeneous
heating in the whole area become visible. The phase image (c) represents the time delay
between the power modulation and the resulting temperature modulation. For isolated
point-like heat sources this phase signal is independent of the power of the source.
Therefore in the phase image (c) local heat sources of different magnitude appear with
nearly the same brightness. Thismay be called a ‘dynamic compression’ feature of the phase
signal in EDT. Another property of the phase signal, which is also known from NDT, is its
independence of the local IR emissivity. The in-phase (0°) signal in Figure 2(d,e) shows the

Figure 2. Different ways to display LIT results of a solar cell [6], see text.
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best spatial resolution of all LIT signals and is therefore most appropriate for imaging point-
like heat sources. This is best visible in image (e) showing increased contrast. Outside of
these local heat sources, however, the 0° signal shows an overshoot into the negative.
Homogeneous heat sources remain completely invisible in the 0° signal of a solar cell, since
for them the temperaturemodulation occurs at a phase of −90° [6]. In EDT the −90° signal (f)
is always displayed instead of the +90° signal, since the latter is always negative because the
T modulation is more or less delayed to the power modulation (delay means negative
phase). This −90° signal shows the worst spatial resolution of all LIT images. Its spatial
resolution is in the order of the thermal diffusion length, which is about 2 mm for a silicon
device pulsed at 10 Hz and reduces with 1/√flock-in [6]. However, the −90° signal displays
both local and homogeneous heat sources and is therefore best appropriate for displaying
the local dissipated power density, see Section 3.2. If integrated circuits (ICs) are investigated
(see Section 4), except of the LIT images always a topography imagemust be taken, which is
just a single IR image of the unpowered device. Then there must be the option to super-
impose the topography and the LIT image, since only then a local fault can be attributed to
a certain position in the layout of the IC. The PV-LIT system of InfraTec, which is particularly
appropriate for EDT, implies all these options.

One of the most important parameters of LIT is the lock-in frequency. It governs the
thermal diffusion length, which determines the effective spatial resolution of LIT images, see
above. On the other hand, the lock-in frequency determines the obtained signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The higher the lock-in-frequency, the poorer becomes the SNR, since the
temperature modulation amplitude becomes smaller. This is demonstrated in Figure 3
where the influence of the lock-in frequency on the amplitude image of a solar cell is
shown. The increasing spatial resolution for increasing lock-in frequency is obvious. On the
other hand, in Figure 3(c) the amplitude noise becomes already visible.

3. Lock-in thermography for solar cell analysis

3.1. LIT for shunt imaging

LIT was first applied to solar cells for imaging so-called shunts. Figure 4 shows schema-
tically two dark (top) and two illuminated current-voltage (I-V) characteristics (bottom,
red) of solar cells, with and without shunts, all under forward bias. In the dark, positive
voltage (forward bias) leads to positive currents, hence the cell dissipates power. The

a) 0.24 Hz b) 2.4 Hz c) 24 Hz

10 mm
min

max

Figure 3. Amplitude images of a solar cell taken at various lock-in frequencies.
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dark characteristic is essentially exponential, hence for low biases the dark current is
negligibly small and then it strongly increases with increasing forward bias. It is often
assumed that the dark current flows homogeneously in solar cells, but this is as a rule
not true. Nearly all solar cells contain local positions showing a strongly increased dark
current. These positions are traditionally called ‘shunts’. The bright spots visible in
Figures 2 and 3 are typical shunts. These shunts may show a linear (ohmic) or a diode-
like characteristic, but they generally tend to increase the dark forward current as shown
in Figure 4 at the top. If a solar cell is illuminated, in addition to the voltage-dependent
dark current the photocurrent flows. This photocurrent is by nature a reverse (negative)
current and it is essentially voltage-independent. Therefore the illuminated characteristic
of a solar cell can be described in good approximation as the dark characteristic shifted
to negative current values by a constant current, which is the so-called short circuit
current Isc. This transformation is called the superposition principle, since the positive
dark current and the negative photocurrent linearly superimpose. Under illumination,
the current may flow out of the cell, hence it is negative for positive biases and the cell
produces electric power. If no current is extracted, the open circuit voltage Voc estab-
lishes. The working point, where the maximum possible power P can be extracted, is the
so-called maximum power point (mpp). At this maximum power point the product of
generated current Impp and voltage Vmpp is maximum, which is symbolized in Figure 4
by the rectangular areas. If there are shunts in the cell, both the dark and the illuminated

dark

illuminated

Figure 4. Dark I-V characteristics (top) and illuminated characteristics (bottom) of a solar cell with
and without shunts, see text.
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characteristic change, as visible in Figure 4. Then Impp and Vmpp reduce, leading to
a reduced generated power P and thus to a reduced energy conversion efficiency of the
cell. Therefore all shunts are detrimental for obtaining a good cell efficiency and must be
detected and, if possible, avoided. Shunts may be material-induced, e.g. if the cells
consist of multicrystalline instead of monocrystalline silicon material, or they can be
process-induced, e.g. by scratches during transportation of the wafers in manufacturing.
LIT performed in the dark (DLIT) is the technique of choice for shunt imaging in solar
cells. Once the positions of shunts have been found, their physical nature can be
investigated by applying both LIT and other physical and microscopic investigations.

In principle, local shunts could also be made visible in solar cells by applying standard
(steady-state) thermography. Indeed, standard thermography is a proven tool for char-
acterizing large solar modules [7]. However, in single solar cells only very strong shunts
could be detected, since the sensitivity even of the best modern thermocameras is only
in the order of 20 mK. This is enough for detecting shunts under higher reverse bias of,
say, −10 V, but not for detecting shunts under forward bias, which is most interesting
since under operation the cell is forward biased by about 0.55 V, see Figure 4. Moreover,
under steady-state condition the surface temperature profile around local shunts
appears very blurred, since the heat tends to diffuse away laterally from the heat
sources. Note that silicon is a quite good heat conductor. For LIT, on the other hand,
the image noise is greatly reduced by averaging over many lock-in periods, and lateral
heat diffusion is suppressed by the dynamic nature of the technique. Note that heat flow
in a body takes time. Therefore, LIT can detect orders of magnitude more and weaker
local shunts than steady-state thermography can do, which is illustrated in Figure 5.
Here in (a) a standard (d.c.) thermogram of a solar cell at a relatively high forward bias
and current is shown. We see that indeed the heat generation seems to be inhomoge-
neous and has a maximum in the middle of the lower contact stripe (busbar). The DLIT
image (b) taken under the same biasing conditions shows this site and a large number
of local shunts well-separated from each other. We see that, for the lock-in frequency of
10 Hz used here, the shunts show a T-modulation amplitude in the low mK range, which
is typical. For LIT lateral heat conduction leads only to certain halos around the local
shunts. The spatial extension of these halos can be reduced by increasing the lock-in
frequency, but this goes on cost of the DLIT signal height, hence it would degrade the
signal-to-noise ratio. Hence, the choice of the lock-in frequency represents

(a) d.c. thermogram

+0.6 V, 3.5 A, 25.6-26.9  °C
(b) DLIT amplitude (10 Hz)

+0.6 V, 3.5 A, 0-5 mK

2 cm

(c)

Figure 5. (a) Steady-state (d.c.) thermogram and (b) dark lock-in thermography image of a solar cell
under identic conditions, (c) measured amplitude noise levels of the InfraTec PV-LIT system.
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a compromise between high detection sensitivity (low frequency) and high spatial
resolution (high frequency). Figure 5(c) shows the measured amplitude noise signal
(objective cap closed) of the PV-LIT system of InfraTec (640 × 512 pixel InSb detector,
512 × 512 pixels used) as a function of acquisition time for different camera frame rates
and frame integration times. The higher the frame rate and the frame integration time,
the lower is the noise level [6]. At tacq = 1000 s, which is below 17 minutes, a noise level
below 100 µK may be obtained.

The amount and the polarity of the pulsed bias applied to a solar cell in a DLIT
experiment allow to draw conclusions about the physical nature of the detected shunts.
This is demonstrated in Figure 6 showing DLIT images of a solar cell under 500 mV
forward bias (a), −500 mV reverse bias (b), and −12 V reverse bias (c). Only the shunts
visible under forward and low reverse bias with the same brightness are ohmic shunts
showing a linear I-V characteristic. All shunts appearing only under forward bias show
a non-linear (diode-like) I-V characteristic. At higher reverse bias (c) local breakdown sites
become active, which is a different conduction mechanism than that under low forward
and reverse bias.

3.2. Quantitative evaluation of LIT images of solar cells

The silicon solar cells to be investigated by LIT consist of a 180 µm thick sheet of silicon.
At a typical lock-in frequency of 10 Hz the thermal diffusion length is about 2 mm, hence
this device can be considered as thermally thin [6]. This silicon material is thermally
homogeneous. The metallic gridlines, which are used for feeding away the current, are
only 10. 20 µm thick. Hence they do not influence the thermal properties significantly
and can be penetrated easily by the thermal waves. However, their IR emissivity is
significantly lower than that of the bare cell surface. Therefore, if bare solar cells are
imaged by LIT, the gridlines always appear dark as could already be seen in Figure 5(b).
It was mentioned in Section 2 that the −90° signal is proportional to the locally
dissipated power density. This only holds correct if the emissivity is homogeneous.
The usual possibility to homogenize the emissivity is to cover it by black paint. For
solar cells, which have to convert light into electric energy, this is usually not wanted.

b) -500mV c) -12 V

ohmic shunts

breakdown sites

1.5 cm

a) +500mV

Figure 6. (a) Forward bias and (b) low reverse bias LIT amplitude image showing shunts with linear
(ohmic) and non-linear characteristic, (c) high reverse bias amplitude image showing in addition
breakdown sites.
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One other possibility is here to suck-on by vacuum a 20 µm thin black plastic foil, as it is
used for packaging purposes [6]. However, for frequencies of 10 Hz and above this foil
leads already to a significant damping of the thermal waves. Here software-controlled
local emissivity correction can be applied. The PV-LIT system of InfraTec provides the
possibility to capture thermograms of the un-powered device at two temperatures and
to calculate an image of the local emissivity, which is used to correct the LIT images.
Reflected light needs not to be corrected in LIT since it is not modulated. In Figure 7 two
LIT amplitude images are compared, one taken without and one with local emissivity
correction. The emissivity-corrected image is best appropriate for quantitative evalua-
tion, but also by using the un-corrected images the resulting quantitative error is only
weak since the gridlines occupy only a small fraction of the area.

It was mentioned in Section 2 that the 0° image shows a sharp maximum in the
position of local shunts and becomes negative in greater distance to the shunts, its
average over the area is zero. The LIT amplitude image, which is always positive, is the
vectorial sum of the 0° and the −90° images. For several shunts closely located to each
other the horizontally running thermal waves superimpose. Then only the vectorial
components (0° and −90° images) superimpose linearly, but not the amplitude signals,
since the amplitude is a non-linear combination of the vectorial components. Therefore
the amplitude signal is less appropriate for quantitative evaluation, since it would
overestimate the signal close to local shunts. As already mentioned in Section 2, the
local −90° signal S−90°(x,y) is best appropriate for quantitative evaluation, since, in the
limit of its low spatial resolution, it is strictly proportional to the locally dissipated heat.
Note that each LIT system shows a systematic phase error due to the processing times
needed for the digital signal processing. For performing quantitative LIT evaluation this
phase error should to be corrected. This can be done by zeroing the averaged 0° signal;
the PV-LIT system of InfraTec contains an automatic option for this. The proportionality
factor between the −90° signal and the local power density is found by evaluating the
average of the −90° signal over the whole solar cell <S−90°>, which must be proportional
to the whole dissipated power (product of measured voltage V and current I during the

a) b)

2 cm

Figure 7. LIT amplitude images of a bare silicon solar cell (a) without and (b) with local emissivity
correction.
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excitation pulses). This leads to the following simple formula for converting −90° LIT
images to images of the dissipated power density p (A = cell area):

p x; yð Þ ¼ S�90� x; yð ÞV I
A hS�90� i (1)

Note that this formula is ‘self-calibrating’, hence it needs neither the thermal parameters
of the object nor any sensitivity parameter of the IR camera. Based on this formula the
software program ‘Local I-V 2’ for evaluating LIT images has been developed for
performing the so-called ‘Local I-V’ method, which is available [8]. This software evalu-
ates up to four −90° DLIT images, three measured at different forward biases and one
measured under weak reverse bias, where no breakdown processes are expected. As its
name says, the ‘Local I-V’ method is used for non-destructively (thermally) measuring
local I-V characteristics of solar cells. This method and its application to typical solar cells
is described in detail in [9,10], therefore only its basic principles and some selected
results will be reported here. The software first converts all entered LIT images into local
power density images by using (1). Then it converts these images into images of the
local current density and the local diode voltage by considering the effective local series
resistance Rs(x,y). This series resistance may be assumed to be homogeneous, an Rs
image may be imported e.g. from luminescence measurements [11], or a luminescence-
measured local diode voltage image is imported and evaluated together with LIT results
as described in [12]. The local dark current densities are then fitted for each image pixel
separately to the so-called two-diode model, which is the standard model for describing
dark and illuminated characteristics of solar cells [6,9]. Once the parameters of the two-
diode model for each pixel are known, the software calculates local dark and illuminated
characteristics for each pixel by using the superposition principle described in Section 2.

Figure 8 shows a selection of I-V characteristics measured thermally by ‘Local I-V’ in
four different positions of a solar cell. There are three physically different dark current
contributions in a solar cell, which are the diffusion current Jdiff, which is the nominal
diode current, the depletion region recombination current Jrec flowing only in certain
shunt positions, and the ohmic shunt current Jshunt, which can be due to local material
defects or technological faults. The diffusion current shows the fastest increasing expo-
nential characteristic, the recombination current a weaker increasing exponential char-
acteristic, and ohmic shunts show a linear characteristic. By taking into account these
different voltage dependencies, these three components are separated from each other
in ‘Local I-V’. The images in Figure 8 show the dominating components of the dark
characteristics (Jdiff, Jrec, and Jshunt), the sum dark characteristics (Jsum), and the resulting
illuminated characteristics (Jillum) in 4 positions of a cell. The black dots are the points
where the current densities were measured by DLIT under forward bias.

We see that these characteristics differ significantly from each other, pointing to the
different physical origins of their dominating components. The position ‘Jdiff shunt’ is a local
maximum of the diffusion current, ‘Jrec shunt’ is a local maximum of the recombination
current, and ‘ohmic shunt’ is a shunt with a linear characteristic. Based on these local
characteristics, ‘Local I-V’ calculates images of important solar cell parameters, like the
open circuit voltage Voc, the fill factor (a measure of the rectangular shape of the illuminated
characteristic), or the conversion efficiency [10]. Such investigations are very helpful in the
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process of looking for physical origins of poor efficiency parameters and are an example par
excellence for quantitative IR thermography (QIRT).

4. Lock-in thermography for bare and encapsulated ICs

Since its introduction to integrated circuit (IC) failure analysis (FA) in 2000 [13], LIT has
become a standard method also in this field. The success of LIT for IC FA relies on the
fact that many faults in ICs, like internal shorts, latch-ups, faulty transistors or diodes, or
other leakage currents, generate local heat. For these investigations generally mid-wave
IR cameras are used, for which, even with the best available microscope objective lenses,
the diffraction-limited spatial resolution is in the order of 5 µm. This resolution can be
reduced down to about 1.5 µm by applying a solid immersion lens (SIL) [14]. Such an
immersion lens is basically a hemispherical piece of silicon, positioned with its flat side
on the flat surface of the IC. If there are local heat sources directly below the surface of
the IC (the active layer of an IC is always directly below the surface), the space above the
heat source is then filled by silicon instead of air. Since the refraction index of silicon is
3.5, the wavelength of the contributing thermal radiation (for an InSb camera about
5 µm in air) is reduced by this factor, leading to a correspondingly increased diffraction-
limited spatial resolution. Optically, the SIL acts for the following microscope objective
lens as a magnifying glass with a magnification factor of 3.5. Figure 9 shows such a SIL
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Figure 8. Thermally measured dark and illuminated local I-V characteristics of different positions in
a solar cell (Jdiff shunt, Jrec shunt, ohmic shunt, and in a good region, see text).
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and LIT images (amplitude images superimposed to the topography images) of a local
heat source in IC images without (b) and with SIL (c) [15]. The increased brightness in (c)
in the edge region stems from the topography image. Here the inclined surface in this
region reflects thermal radiation from the environment into the objective lens, whereas
in the centre of the image the Narcissus effect dominates.

Even with the use of a SIL the structural dimensions of present ICs are with <0.1 µm
still below the spatial resolution of LIT. Nevertheless LIT is very successful for at least
a first coarse localization of faults due to its extreme sensitivity and easy applicability.
Once a fault is localized by LIT to an accuracy of a few µm, its detailed position may be
revealed later on e.g. by light emission microscopy, electron beam methods, laser-based
methods, or electric nano-probing methods [16].

Figure 10 shows a topography image (a) and a LIT amplitude image (b) of an intact IC
with the supply voltage pulsed. The bright spots in (b) are due to the normal operation
of this IC. Figure 10(c) shows the LIT amplitude image of a defect IC of the same type.
Here two additional bright spots are visible, which indicate the locations of the faults
being responsible for the defect in this IC.

A particular problem for LIT on bare ICs is the inhomogeneous IR emissivity, which is
much lower in metallized than in non-metallized regions. If a magnifying microscope

a) SIL b) Topo + LIT without SIL c) Topo + LIT with SIL

Figure 9. (a) Solid immersion lens (SIL), (b) region in an IC imaged without SIL (amplitude +
topography signal), the same imaged with SIL [15].

faults

a) b) c)

500 µm

Figure 10. (a) Topography image and (b) LIT amplitude image of an intact IC, (c) LIT amplitude
image of a faulty IC. Lock-in frequency: 20 Hz. The arrows point to the fault locations.
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objective is used, the image field is smaller than the detector. Then the whole image
field is within the black spot of the ‘Narcissus effect’, hence the metallization appears in
topography dark, and not metallized regions appear bright. If the image ‘wiggles’ e.g.
due to vibrations caused by the Stirling cooler of the IR camera, on each bright-dark-
edge a strong intensity modulation appears, which is interpreted by the lock-in correla-
tion procedure wrongly as a LIT signal. These artifacts can be minimized by choosing
a lock-in frequency, which is sufficiently apart from the vibration frequency and its
harmonics. An off-line correction of these artifacts is not possible. For avoiding image
wiggling, a mechanically strong connection must be established between camera (the
objective) and the imaged object. InfraTec provides a very stable camera support with
a x-y table for performing LIT for IC analysis.

Even if the image does not wiggle, local emissivity correction as described in Section 3.2
is hardly applicable in microscopic regions, since it is hard to avoid microscopic lateral
image movement if the device temperature is changed. If the images at the two tempera-
tures are not exactly in the same position, the obtained emissivity image shows strong
artifacts on edges of the metallization. Here the display of the 0°/-90° signal is very helpful,
as it is demonstrated in Figure 11, see [17]. This figure shows various representations of LIT
results of a region in an IC. In the topography image (a) we see the strong emissivity
contrast, all regions appearing dark are metallized regions. The 0° signal (b) shows the best
spatial resolution, but it is also modulated by the emissivity contrast. The phase signal (d)
does not show any emissivity contrast, but it shows a low spatial resolution and, due to the
dynamic compression feature mentioned in Section 2, it is not proportional to the dis-
sipated power density. The −90° signal (c) shows only a weak maximum in the position of
the dominant 0° signal. This is due to the inherently low spatial resolution of this signal of
about 2 mm here, which was mentioned already in Section 2. Hence the −90° T-modulation
is nearly homogeneous in this small region, but the −90° IR image is modulated by the local
emissivity. Indeed, the −90° signal (c) looks similar to the topography signal (a), but in

Figure 11. (a) Topography image, (b) 0° image, (c) −90° image, (d) phase image, (e) 0°/−90° image,
and (f) spatially deconvoluted 0°/−90° image of a region in a bare IC.
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contrast to this it shows a well-defined zero signal level. Therefore, in micro regions where
the thermal diffusion length exceeds the image size, the −90° signal can be used as
a measure of the local emissivity. Then the 0°/−90° signal (e) is an ‘emissivity-corrected 0°
signal’. This signal can even be mathematically deconvoluted for improving its spatial
resolution (f), which, however, increases the noise level [17].

A more recent development is 3D Analysis of encapsulated stacked ICs [18]. In particular
for memory devices it is usual to glue several thin chips (called ‘dies’, thinned down to about
20 µm thickness) on top of each other for increasing the packing density. Then, if the whole
device should show a heat-producing fault, it is interesting to know in which of the stacked
dies the fault is located. This can be measured by measuring the frequency-dependence of
the phase of the temperature modulation at the surface of the mould compound used for
encapsulating the IC. If the thermal wave travels vertically from the fault position to the
surface of the device, at the junction from each die to die a phase shift occurs due to the
heat capacity of the die and the heat resistance of the glue layer between the dies, some µm
in thickness. In the top mould compound an additional phase shift occurs. This is illustrated
in Figure 12(a). Hence, depending on in which die the fault is located, a different frequency-
dependent phase of the temperature modulation at the surface is expected. This can be
numerically modelled if the thermal properties and the dimensions of all layers are known.
Figure 12(b) shows the result of such a measurement together with theoretical calculations
of the phase shift for the fault located in different dies. In this case the fault was located in
die no. 1 close to the surface, leading to the lowest amount of the phase shift.

5. Conclusions

Lock-in thermography (LIT) has established in the last 15 years as a standard method not
only in non-destructive testing (NDT) but also in electronic device testing (EDT). For being
useful in EDT, commercial LIT systems must fulfil certain special requirements, like special
display options, the possibility to correct systematic phase errors, 4-wire connection to the
sample with exact display of the applied voltage, local emissivity correction, and T-drift
correction. Until now the main application fields of LIT in EDT are shunt imaging and local

b)a)

Figure 12. (a) Cross section through a stacked IC, (b) simulated (theoretical) phase shift (in degrees)
for a defect lying in different dies of the IC and measured phase shift values for different lock-in
frequencies.
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efficiency analysis in solar cells and failure analysis in other electronic components like
integrated circuits. However, LIT can be used to locate heat sources in any electronic device.
If the devices are thermally homogeneous, the results can be evaluated in terms of
measured power densities or depth of a heat-producing fault below the surface. For
investigating solar cells, the ‘Local I-V’ method provides a powerful tool for performing
a detailed quantitative local efficiency analysis. By this analysis local shunts, which are
origins of degraded efficiency parameters of a cell, can be found and analysed and their
influence on the solar cell efficiency can be determined. For investigating ICs, heat-
producing faults can be localized up to an accuracy of 5 µm and up to 1.5 µm by using
a solid immersion lens [6,14]. With the continuing trend of falling prices of IR cameras, it can
be expected that the use of LIT in EDT will further increase.
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